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GO Implementation Office 
1815 Sir Isaac Brock Way, Thorold, ON L2V 4T7 

905-980-6000  Toll-free: 1-800-263-7215 
______________________________________________________________________ 

MEMORANDUM 

LNTC-C 08-2019 

Subject: Transit Fare Integration Strategy 

Date: May 29, 2019 

To: Linking Niagara Transit Committee 

From: Matt Robinson, Director, GO Implementation Office  

 
At its meeting on April 24, LNTC directed the Inter-Municipal Transit Working Group 
(IMTWG) to bring an update on the fare integration efforts underway as outlined in the 
2019 workplan. In addition to the presentation provided by St. Catharines Transit 
Commission outlining the successful introduction of mobile ticketing to its customers 
and the potential for usage on other Niagara systems, the IMTWG offer the following 
with regard to the efforts underway to align fare integration.  
 
The Niagara Transit Service Delivery and Governance Strategy, 2017 identified the 
shortfalls of the current overall fare system, and recommended that a harmonization of 
a common fare structure and payment technology was a key enabler to a more 
connective and integrated transit system in Niagara:  
 

“There is little consistency in the existing fare structure within Niagara 
Region. Each local transit system sets their own local transit fare, 
including concessions for different demographics and degree of system 
use. Inter-municipal transit fares are also varied, with a separate fare 
within the Consolidated Transit Service Area and other fare policies for 
the Rural Link Route services. Transfer policies and fare integration 
policies between each of the systems are also not consistent. 
 
In order to create a more integrated transit system within Niagara, it is 
recommended that a common fare structure be established… [with] a 
push to extend this common fare strategy to connecting transit systems 
in the region. This also includes the use of a common smart card to pay 
for a trip between any municipalities in the region.”  
– Dillon Report, Chapter 16, Fare Strategy Pg. 179 

 
Additionally, Niagara Region’s Transportation Master Plan (TMP) also calls for “regular, 
reliable and coordinated transit connections to GO Stations and major transit stations”, 
“leveraging emerging technologies through policy”, and “shifting the paradigm of 
transportation models to multi-modal systems”. These overarching TMP transit policy 
objectives can be achieved through the introduction of a common fare structure and 
associated integration of fare payment technologies.  
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As part of the LNTC/IMTWG workplan, a common fare strategy has been identified, 
along with associated fare payment technology. The IMTWG has identified a two-
phased approach to this overall fare strategy, where the harmonization of the fare 
structure and the technology to enable seamless travel all coincide in their 
implementation. In this scenario, the fare media, fare structure, and payment technology 
would be aligned across systems.  
 
The IMTWG are working toward this objective, with aim to bring about consistency 
across the existing systems with regard to fare media (i.e. monthly passes, 10-ride 
cards, etc.). This would mean each system would define their fare media and rider 
segments using the same categories (i.e. adult (18-64), senior (65+), student (12-18), 
child (12-under), etc.). Subsequently, with fare media products offered by the systems 
aligned, the fare structure could then also be aligned. This would bring consistency to 
the cash fare and discount fares (i.e. seniors, students, etc.) across all of the systems. It 
is envisioned that local Councils under the current structure may still elect to allow for 
unique municipal exemptions; however there exists a significant opportunity to enable 
the large majority of fare media products and associated fare structure to align across 
systems.  
 
This alignment and associated operational and financial impacts are being advanced by 
the IMTWG with aim to calculate with precision (based on previous year’s ridership and 
budget actuals) the impact of these policy decisions on the respective local transit 
authorities. Ultimately these decisions to adopt, align and deploy any fare structure or 
product changes all require the full consent of the respective local Councils or transit 
authorities to implement.  
 
With regard to fare payment technology, the IMTWG has been working within the 
parameters of the Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program (ICIP) to align requests. 
Although not precisely defined at this time, the premise is that all systems would acquire 
and adopt the same fare payment technology using these external ICIP funding sources 
to assist in the harmonization of a preferred integrated fare payment option. This could 
include mobile ticketing (as presented at the previous committee and recently deployed 
by St. Catharines Transit), on-board fare payment technology, smartcard fare payment, 
and/or other related hardware and software supports for next generation fare payment. 
Once implemented, this would accelerate the improved rider experience of a common 
fare payment technology and assist with the seamless movement of riders across 
systems in Niagara.  
 
Additionally, the IMTWG is engaging with PRESTO (the fare payment technology 
agency of Metrolinx) which is used on the higher order provincial GO Transit and UP 
Express systems, to learn more about the capital, operational and process requirements 
of that program.   
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Respecting the need for local transit authorities and councils to ultimately decide on the 
future of this fare alignment strategy, pending positive local Council support for the new 
direction combined with successful ICIP applications across transit systems and the 
outcome from the Niagara transit governance review, could all enable the proposed 
harmonized fare structure and fare payment technology to be ready for deployment 
January 1, 2021. This timeframe would include requisite Council/Commission 
approvals, public notification, selection, acquisition and installation of preferred fare 
payment technology, and finally deployment. This would represent a significant 
achievement in the operational integration of the systems and clearly demonstrate to 
Niagara transit users the seamless connectivity envisioned at the core of the LNTC’s 
mandate.  
 
 
Respectfully submitted and signed by, 
 
 
 
 
________________________________ 
Matt Robinson 
Director 
GO Implementation Office  
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GO Implementation Office 
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MEMORANDUM 
LNTC-C 09-2019 

Subject: Niagara Transit Governance Review 

Date: May 29, 2019 

To: Linking Niagara Transit Committee 

From: Kumar Ranjan, Transportation Lead GO Implementation 

 
The Niagara Transit Service and Governance Strategy Report (Dillon Consulting, 2017) 
lays out the following recommendations as next steps towards integrated transit 
governance for Niagara: 
 

1. Approve Consolidated Transit Model  

2. Reach Triple Majority for Region’s involvement in transit 

3. Consolidated Transit Model Implementation Plan 

4. Implement Inter-municipal Transit Service Strategy  

 
Further to these recommended steps, Niagara Region received Triple Majority (#2) to 
operate inter-municipal transit. The Linking Niagara Transit Committee (LNTC) was 
established through Council approval by the four major transit partners to provide 
overall leadership on the implementation of the recommendations and act as a 
champion for transit advocacy. Consequently, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
was signed between Niagara’s four major transit operating municipalities which laid the 
groundwork for further transit service improvements and evaluating future governance 
structure options. 
 
In 2018, Regional Council endorsed the Inter-Municipal Transit Service Implementation 
Strategy that contained inter-municipal transit service improvements aligned with the 
Dillon Report recommendations (#3, and #4), and also a framework for transit 
governance with aspirational timelines1. With the Dillon recommendation #2 achieved, 
and with work ongoing on recommendations #3, and #4, recommendation #1 – requiring 
the development of a Business Case – was slated for commencement in Fall 2019 as 
laid out in the LNTC/IMTWG approved workplan. 
 
In April 2019, the LNTC requested an accelerated timeline for bringing forward the 
Business Case for governance options. Following LNTC direction, the IMTWG has 
begun advancing this work in earnest to select a consultant or a consortium for 
developing the Business Case for LNTC and Council(s) consideration. A team 
consisting of CAOs from St. Catharines, Niagara Falls, Welland, NOTL, and Lincoln, 
along with the Director and staff from the GO Implementation Office, has been formed 

                                            
1 Reports: LNTC 21-2018, LNTC 22-2018, and LNTC 23-2018 
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to oversee the governance review study. This memo summarizes the terms of reference 
for the Business Case development. It is important to emphasize that the Dillon Report 
recommended municipal transit services in Niagara be consolidated, as outlined in the 
MOU, pending the consideration of the Business Case. The subsequent Business Case 
will identify a preferred model and associated structures, timelines and costing for 
decision as outlined below.  
 
The objective for this Business Case and the broad terms of reference are outlined 
below, the key tasks are further expanded upon in Appendix 2. Appendix 3 shows the 
Council approved framework for governance review and where this study scope fits 
within the framework. 
 
Study Objective:   
 
Recommend a future municipal consolidated transit model for Niagara with a suggested 
governance structure and transition plan (including costs) based on a Business Case. 
 
 
Study Tasks: 
 

Problem/ Opportunity Identification 

 Review and refresh the Guiding Principles (refer Appendix 1) 

 Baseline Niagara’s current municipal transit systems 

 Project 10-year transit demand in Niagara 

 Review peer transit systems governance models: GTA (Durham, York, 
Waterloo, Hamilton), one from outside Ontario within Canada, and one from 
U.S. 

 Industry best practices scan 

 Projected transit service levels to meet 10-year transit ridership demand 
 

Solution Development 

 Identify ideal transit governance model options, or candidate options 

 Evaluate candidate options to recommend a preferred option 

 Preferred Option: outline detailed governance structure, organizational 
structure, 10-year capital and operating costs, human resources needs, legal 
requirements, transition plan and costs, and potential and preferred funding 
sources 

 
The key tasks of the study are further expanded upon in Appendix 2. Appendix 3 shows 
the Council approved framework for governance review and where this study scope fits 
within the framework. 
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 Key external influencing factor: 

 Regional government review by Province 
 
The ongoing governance review of upper-tier municipalities by the Province could 
conclude while this consultant assignment is being undertaken. This assignment fully 
recognizes that likelihood and includes a provision to make any necessary changes to 
the project scope to consider and if appropriate, align this work to the outcomes of the 
Province’s review. Completion of this work is intended to provide a blueprint for 
implementation of a preferred governance model that would compliment any provincial 
outcomes, where appropriate.  
 

Preliminary timelines: 

 
RFP issue and consultant onboarding:  June 2019 
Interim presentations:    September to December 2019 
Draft Report:     Oct/ Nov 2019 
Final Report:     Jan/ Feb 2020 
 
A firm timeline would be in place following the consultant selection and workplan 
determination. LNTC should note that aforementioned timelines could also be affected 
based on any relevant outcomes from the Provincial review of regional governments. 
  
Respectfully submitted and signed by, 

 
 
 
________________________________ 
Kumar Ranjan, P.Eng. 
Transportation Lead  
GO Implementation Office 
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Appendix 1 
Niagara Transit Governance Review 

Guiding Principles (Dillon Report, 2017) 
 
1. Customer Driven  

 Continuously improve the rider experience, including improvements throughout the pilot 
phase  

 Understand customers, particularly those who rely on transit the most  

 Provide seamless connections and routes based on demand  

 Take people to work, school, healthcare, shopping and recreation as efficiently as possible  

 Respect established local service levels and routes  

 Maintain and improve transit to Niagara College and Brock University users  
 
2. Unconventional Solutions  

 Investigate leading-edge technologies and delivery systems that establish Niagara as an 
innovator in the transit field  

 Explore partnerships with other providers (e.g. GO Transit) where service delivery gaps exist  
 
3. Integrated  

 Be seamless with other modes of transportation and evolve according to overall 
transportation plans across Niagara (e.g. Transportation Master Plan and local Master 
Transit plans)  

 Integrated with and support daily GO train service  

 Connect municipalities at hubs that are most appropriate for customers and the community  

 Evolve according to long-term transportation planning, growth planning, and economic 
development opportunities  

 Promote interconnectivity with systems that connect Niagara with the GTHA (e.g. GO 
Transit, Hamilton Street Railway)  

 
4. Economically Responsible  

 Recognize inter-municipal transit is a public service funded through property taxes, grants, 
and partial cost recovery through user-fees  

 Balance financial costs with potential ridership and benefits  

 Build on past transit investments by enhancing, not duplicating, existing services  

 Explore alternative modes of delivery, particularly in small communities and rural areas  
 
5. Fair  

 Respect existing investments made by communities with public transit and existing service 
levels  

 Provide a basic level of services that can be accessed by as many Niagara residents as 
possible  

 Balance respect for taxpayers with the ability of transit riders to pay fares  

 Respect existing transit collective agreements.  
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Appendix 2 
Niagara Transit Governance Review 

Scope of Work (High Level) 
 

 Review and refresh the Guiding Principles, attached as Appendix 1, developed 

as part of the Niagara Transit Service and Governance Strategy (Dillon, 2017) 

that forms the basis of Niagara’s transit consolidation. 

 

 Baseline Niagara’s current municipal transit systems – both local, and inter-

municipal 

 

 Project future transit demand in Niagara – local, inter-municipal, and inter-

regional. High level projections only. 

 

 Review transit governance models in and around GTA that have gone through 

amalgamations (Durham/ Waterloo/ York/ Hamilton), and one from outside 

Ontario, and one from US 

 

 Conduct industry best practices scan on: transit service delivery, new paradigm 

on transit linked with latest technology trends, conventional and specialized 

transit trip integration, major infrastructure identification, and governance models 

reviews. The scan would be limited to the overall project scope.  

 

 Project high level transit service plan with service levels to meet projected ten 

year transit ridership demand for both inter-municipal and local service delivery 

 

 Identify ideal Candidate transit governance models for consideration based on 

guiding principles, required transit service levels, scan of best industry practices, 

and technology, and peer systems. 

 

 Evaluate Candidate options and recommend a preferred option for Niagara 

based on a multi-criteria evaluation in a Business Case 

 

 Include BAU as Base Option 

 Multi-criteria evaluation based on 
o Guiding Principles 
o Capital Costs 
o Operating Costs 
o Potential for capitalizing on future opportunities 

 Transit service improvements leading to Higher Order 
Transit 

 Long-term Strategic Transit Plan for Niagara 
 Technology integration (including PRESTO integration) 
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 Creation of any new or upgrade of Transit maintenance 
garages/ operations centre(s)  

o HR Impacts 
o Tenability from a legal standpoint 
o Aligned to Transit Oriented Development 
o Removal of barriers to making effective and responsive transit 

infrastructure and service delivery decisions 
 
 

 Outline detailed governance structure and transition plan for the preferred option 

 The Transit Service Delivery elements 

 Ten year capital needs 

 Ten year operating needs  

 Governance structure 

 Organizational structure 

 Funding Sources 

 Strategic Plan for Transit Asset management 

 Transition Plan (including timelines) 
o Steps for Triple Majority – if required 
o Governance transition 

 Levy transition 
o Service transition 
o Transition Costs 
o Ten year Capital and Operating costs 
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Appendix 3 

Niagara Transit Review 

Governance Framework 

 

 

Transit Governance Review Scope 
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GO Implementation Office 
1815 Sir Isaac Brock Way, Thorold, ON L2V 4T7 

905-980-6000  Toll-free: 1-800-263-7215 
______________________________________________________________________ 

MEMORANDUM 

LNTC-C 10-2019 

Subject: Items for Information: PWC-C 11-2019 and PWC-C 17-2019 

Date: May 29, 2019 

To: Linking Niagara Transit Committee 

From: Matt Robinson, Director, GO Implementation Office 

 
The attached documents are being provided to LNTC for information: 
 
PWC-C 11-2019 Joint Canadian Urban Transit Association Reporting Memorandum of 
Understanding 
 
PWC-C 17-2019 Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program Projects Intake – 2019 
 
The CUTA Joint Reporting MOU is the culmination of a long-standing issue that LNTC 
has been engaged in and has provided direction to the Inter-Municipal Transit Working 
Group (IMTWG) to advance, including the advocacy and engagement with MTO related 
to the provincial gas tax (PGT) program. As such, the report represents the 
recommendation by the LNTC but is going to Public Works Committee (PWC) as a 
result of the financial implications to the current and future NRT/NST. As LNTC does not 
have financial responsibilities for current transit operations per its Terms of Reference, 
any financial approvals impacting current NRT/NST operations must proceed to PWC.  
 
With regard to the ICIP intake, the LNTC has provided numerous directions to the 
IMTWG to ensure alignment of future capital spending by the transit operators/IMTWG 
as the LNTC governance work and operational integration are underway. As a result, 
the ICIP project intake memo is proceeding to LNTC for information to advise of this 
alignment; however as a result of its requirement for a municipal (in this case Regional) 
contribution, necessitates PWC to consider those Regional projects. Staff wanted to 
ensure the LNTC was advised of the collaboration between transit partners in the 
application process, which aligns with the integration efforts underway through the 
LNTC. 
 
Both documents will be presented to Public Works Committee on June 11, 2019. 
 
Respectfully submitted and signed by, 

________________________________ 
Matt Robinson 
Director, GO Implementation Office 
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June 11, 2019 
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Subject: Joint Canadian Urban Transit Association Reporting Memorandum of 
Understanding 

Report to: Public Works Committee 

Report date: Tuesday, June 11, 2019 

 

Recommendations 

1. That the Chief Administrative Officer BE AUTHORIZED to execute an agreement to 

establish the commitment by the Town of Lincoln, City of Port Colborne, and Niagara 
Region to consolidate Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) statistics 
reporting for the purpose of increasing the respective shares of Provincial Gas Tax 
(PGT) between 2020 and 2023. 
 

2. That Niagara Region staff BE DIRECTED to report transit statistics in consolidation 

with the City of Port Colborne and Town of Lincoln to maximize PGT funding from 
the Ministry of Transportation (MTO). 
 

3. That this report BE CIRCULATED to the Town of Lincoln and the City of Port 

Colborne. 

Key Facts 

 The purpose of this report is to seek authorization to develop a MoU and enter into 
an agreement with the City of Port Colborne and Town of Lincoln for consolidated 
reporting of CUTA statistics by Niagara Region in light of the financial benefits 
outlined in report LNTC-C 1-2019. 

 Total increase to the Niagara area in PGT between 2020 and 2023 with the 
proposed joint CUTA reporting is estimated at $0.24 million. 

 Niagara Region’s annual PGT allocation will be reduced by $0.2 million in 2020 

when the population statistics which apply to Lincoln are removed from MTO’s 
calculation for Niagara Region.  This combined with the already reduced amount of 
$0.16 million from the removal of Port Colborne population, results in an under 
funding of $0.36 million for Niagara Region. The introduction of other new local 
transit operators within Niagara Region who apply for PGT will further reduce the 
PGT eligible to Niagara Region. 

 However, Niagara Region has the ability to realize $0.04 million annually in 
additional gas tax over the Agreement period by leveraging Niagara Region’s annual 
transit spending, which is in excess of MTO’s 75% municipal contribution threshold. 
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 The joint reporting MoU timeline is as follows: 
o June 2019 - 2018 CUTA transit statistics to be reported   
o Q4 2019 - MTO PGT allocation announcements (no later than Q1 2020)   
o Q1 2020 - Municipalities receive funding from MTO 

 “Fiscal Responsibility and Affordability with no negative impacts on local transit 
revenues” was a guiding principle from the Niagara Transit Service Delivery and 
Governance Study (Dillon Report, 2017) and the subsequent MoU signed in 2017. 

Staff continues to quantify the impacts to PGT as well as the operating and capital 
costs resulting from the route consolidations outlined in LNTC-C 21-2018. 

Financial Considerations 

As part of an ongoing and strategic effort to maximize the capital funds available to 
support transit growth in Niagara, the Linking Niagara Transit Committee (Report LNTC-
C-1-2019 Joint CUTA Reporting attached as Appendix 1) suggests an MoU be 
developed for consolidated reporting of annual CUTA statistics by the Niagara Region 
with City of Port Colborne (Port Colborne) and Town of Lincoln (Lincoln).   
 
The PGT allocation to flow to Port Colborne and Lincoln between 2020 and 2023 
inclusively, is estimated at $1.19 million1. The estimated loss of PGT allocation to the 
Region, during the same time period, is $1.42 million (Table 1). The total net loss of 
$0.24 million is a result of MTO’s existing formula for population and the 75 percent 
municipal spending threshold as described in Report LNTC-C 1-2019.   
 

Table 1: Estimated PGT through independent CUTA reporting 

 
 
Through joint CUTA reporting, there exists an opportunity to ensure that the Regional 
loss of $0.24 million is received (Table 2). The pre-determined revenue share and 
methodology are outlined in the analysis section under Tables 3 & 4.   
 

 

 

                                         
1 based on preliminary 2019 Municipal transit budgets and 3 years of operating forecasts 

Independent Reporting

million $ 2020 2021 2022 2023

Port Colborne Transit 0.16$      0.09$      0.11$      0.16$      0.52$      

Lincoln Transit 0.12$      0.16$      0.19$      0.20$      0.67$      

Total Local PGT Allocation 0.28$      0.25$      0.30$      0.36$      1.19$      

Niagara Region* Population Loss (0.36)$    (0.36)$    (0.36)$    (0.36)$    (1.42)$    

Total Local PGT Loss (0.08)$    (0.10)$    (0.05)$    -$        (0.24)$    

Total 
Niagara Region Budget Year (PGT Receipt )
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Table 2: Estimated PGT through joint CUTA reporting 

  

Analysis 

Under the PGT funding program, municipalities qualify for funding if they contribute 
financially to public transit services, with the total share determined by a formula of 70 
percent ridership and 30 percent population. The current provincial envelope generates 
approximately $0.27 per transit ride and $8.31 per capita. In addition, the PGT funding 
provided to each municipality is not to exceed 75 percent of their municipal own 
spending (tax levy plus revenue) on transit. The intended use of the PGT program is to 
support ridership growth and provide funding for incremental transit spending by 
offsetting portions of the capital investments required. Smaller local transit operators 
with limited capital investment primarily utilize PGT to offset operational expenses. As a 
result, under independent CUTA reporting, the municipal own spending may not be 
sufficient to ensure that the maximum amount of eligible PGT is received.   
 
The existing PGT program also creates an additional obstacle within Niagara Region in 
circumstances where local populations rely on both local and inter-municipal transit 
connections. Under the current MTO allocation methodology, population statistics can 
only be applied to and received by one transit operator. Therefore, as smaller 
municipalities start new local transit services, the allocation to NRT is reduced. In 2017, 
the allocation of Niagara Region’s PGT was reduced by $0.15 million when the Town of 
Pelham received their first year of PGT. This impact will be compounded with an 
additional reduction of $0.197 million with Lincoln receiving PGT funds this year.   
 
This report proposes that the 2018 municipal transit statistics for Port Colborne and 
Lincoln be submitted by Niagara Region in combination with NRT transit statistics in 
June 2019.  The combined reporting will leverage Niagara Region’s sufficient transit 
spending to not limit our eligibility relative to MTO’s spending cap threshold. The PGT 
allocations based on the submitted statistics are typically announced to Municipalities 
around December. The receipt of funding follows 3 - 4 months later. This aligns with the 
provincial fiscal year of 2019-2020. The PGT funding allocations will therefore become 
available during the municipal 2020 budget year. The MoU agreement will follow the 
same timeline for 2019 transit statistics with funding becoming available during the 2021 

Joint Reporting

million $ 2020 2021 2022 2023

Port Colborne & Niagara Region 0.16$      0.16$      0.16$      0.16$      0.63$      0.11$      

Lincoln & Niagara Region 0.20$      0.20$      0.20$      0.20$      0.79$      0.12$      

Total Combined PGT Allocation 0.36$      0.36$      0.36$      0.36$      1.42$      0.24$      

Lincoln Share 0.16$      0.18$      0.20$      0.20$      0.73$      0.06$      

PC Share* 0.13$      0.14$      0.13$      0.16$      0.56$      

Total Regional PGT Allocation 0.07$      0.04$      0.02$      -$        0.13$      0.13$      

Niagara Region Budget Year (PGT Receipt )

0.05$      

Total 

Impact
Total 

* the 2019 savings from the upload of the PC Link Route will result in an additional $0.08 M for transit reinvestment; the PC total financial 

impact from the Agreement and Link upload is $0.13 million
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budget year.  The Lincoln agreement will be for two years, while the Port Colborne 
agreement will continue through to the 2022 budget year.    
 
Port Colborne Agreement 

 
The agreement with Port Colborne is based on the principle that following the full 
operating cost upload of route #25 (Port Colborne Link) to the Niagara Region in 2019 
(as approved in the 2019 Regional budget), Port Colborne will maintain a constant 
municipal contribution for their existing local community bus service equal to $0.16 
million (their 2018 municipal transit levy amount).   
 
Beginning in January 2020, Niagara Region will pay invoices pertaining to contracted 
service for both the Port Colborne Link and the existing service levels for the Port 
Colborne Community Bus (local transit).  Port Colborne will pay Niagara Region the cost 
of their base local transit service up to $0.16 million.  The estimated 2020 net operating 
budget for the Port Colborne local Community bus is $0.26 million.   The Region will 
utilize PGT funding to offset all local transit net service costs up to $0.3 million annually.  
Local net operating costs greater than $0.3 million will require additional funding from 
Port Colborne.  If net operating costs fall below $0.16 million, surplus funds will be 
transferred into the Port Colborne Transit reserve to be used for future transit 
reinvestment.  The transfer of funding between Port Colborne and Niagara Region will 
continue through 2022, however Port Colborne will report its own 2021 transit statistics 
in (June 2022) with its subsequent funding in March 2023 going directly to Port 
Colborne. 
 
Table 3: Port Colborne Transit PGT Allocation and Methodology 

  
 
The 2019 Port Colborne operating budget of $0.18 million, includes the net operating 
costs associated with the Port Colborne Link ($0.11 million). The agreed municipal 
transit contribution of $0.16 million following the upload of the Port Colborne Link 
service to Niagara Region provides cost savings which would be reinvested into 
enhanced local transit over the next three years without impacts on the municipal levy. 
The total available funding to enhance local transit service is estimated at $0.13 million 
over the term of the agreement. 
 

million $ 2019 2020 2021 2022

Port Colborne Local Transit Municipal Contribution 0.16$   0.16$         0.16$         0.16$         

PGT Receipt 0.11$   0.16$         0.16$         0.16$         

PGT used for Operating 0.10$   0.10$         0.12$         0.13$         

PC Transit Reinvestment

PC Transit Reserve Savings 0.08$   0.08$         

Port Colborne PGT share 0.03$         0.02$         0.05$         

Niagara Region PGT Share 0.03$         0.02$         0.02$         0.07$         

2020-2022 

Impact

Niagara Region Budget Year
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Lincoln Agreement 

 
The agreement with the Town of Lincoln is based on sharing the recovered PGT 
funding equally.   Joint filing the 2018 transit statistics in June 2019 will result in PGT 
funding being received in March 2020. Once the allocation is received by the Niagara 
Region, the Region will allocate the pre-determined amount to Lincoln. The agreed PGT 
sharing allocation outlined in the MoU is $0.16 million in 2020 and $0.18 million in 2021 
(as outlined in Table 4 below). 
 
Table 4: Lincoln PGT Transit Allocation and Methodology 

 
 
 
When the potential for joint filing was originally explored, further assessment was 
needed to determine whether a joint filing agreement with Pelham would be 
advantageous. However, due to the 2019 transit expansion within Pelham, Pelham is 
now contributing sufficient municipal levy contributions to ensure the Town maximizes 
its entire eligible PGT funds to support its local transit service and joint filing is no longer 
required to ensure that all of the eligible PGT is received. 

Alternatives Reviewed 

An alternative to the proposed strategy would be to not report CUTA statistics jointly 
and continue to apply PGT towards offsetting local transit operating costs and realize 
year-over-year fluctuation in PGT allocations from the province. The estimated loss in 
PGT funding of $0.24 M over the next three years would result in negative impacts to 
the taxpayer and prevent local and IMT agencies from expanding services without 
further financial impacts to the taxpayer. Discussions are currently underway with MTO 
as they conduct a review on their PGT program policies.  Existing policy prevents the 
ability for Niagara Region to double count populations, which receive both local and 
inter-municipal transit services.  The negative impact to Niagara Region’s annual PGT 
allocation will continue to grow as more local municipalities provide service to there 
communities.   
 

million $ 2020 2021

Provincial Fiscal Year 2019/2020 2020/2021

Allocation based on CUTA Reports Transit Statistics Year 2018 2019

Provincial Gas Tax Estimates

Eligible 0.20$              0.20$              

allocation to Lincoln 0.16$              0.18$              

allocation to Region 0.04$              0.02$              

Loss -$               -$               

Niagara Region Budget Year
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Relationship to Council Strategic Priorities 

This proposal aligns with the previous Council strategic priority of achieving results 
under Doing Business Differently and Moving People and Goods and directly advances 
the following key Council Strategic Priorities: 

 Provincial commitment to GO Rail expansion in Niagara 

 Support local municipalities in developing long-term solutions for transit. 

Other Pertinent Reports  

 LNTC-C-1 2019 Joint CUTA Reporting 

 LNTC-C 21-2018 IMT Service Implementation Strategy 

 LNTC-C 22-2018 IMT Financial Impact Analysis 

 LNTC-C 23-2018 IMT Capital Plan 2019 

 PW 19-2018 Niagara Region Transit 2018 Service Agreement 
 
 

___________________________ 
Prepared by: 

Heather Talbot 
Financial & Special Projects Consultant 
Financial Planning and Management, 
Enterprise Resource Management 
Services 

________________________________ 
Recommended by: 

Catherine Habermebl 
Acting Commissioner 
Public Works Department 
 

 

______________________ 
Submitted by: 

Ron Tripp, P.Eng.  
Acting Chief Administrative Officer  
 
This report was prepared by Heather Talbot, Financial and Special Project Consultant, Financial 
Management and Planning, in consultation with the Peter Senese, Director, Corporate Services, City of 

Port Colborne; Scott Luey, Chief Administrative Officer, City of Port Colborne; Sarah Hague, Transit 
Coordinator, Town of Lincoln; Teri Trewolla, Associate Director, Finance, Town of Lincoln; the Inter-
Municipal Transit Working Group; Matt Robinson, Director, GO Implementation Office; Kumar Ranjan, 
Transportation Lead GO Implementation Office; Robert Salewytsch, Transit Services Program Manager; 
and reviewed by Helen Chamberlain, Director, Financial Management & Planning/Deputy Treasurer.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1  LNTC-C 1-2019 Rationale for Municipal and Regional provincial gas tax 
sharing through joint Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) reporting 
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Subject: Rationale for Municipal and Regional provincial gas tax sharing through 
joint Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) reporting  

Report to: Linking Niagara Transit Committee 

Report date: Wednesday, February 6, 2019 
 

Recommendations 

1. That Regional Council AGREE IN PRINCIPLE that Niagara Region report transit 
statistics in consolidation with local area municipalities operating smaller transit 
systems to maximize provincial gas tax (PGT) funding from MTO. 
 

2. That staff BE AUTHORIZED to develop agreement terms in consultation with local 
area municipalities outlining the framework for consolidated reporting and the PGT 
as well as cost distribution between participating municipalities and Niagara Region. 

Key Facts 

 The purpose of this report is to seek authorization to develop a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) with local area municipalities operating smaller transit systems 
for consolidated reporting of Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) statistics 
by Niagara Region in light of the financial benefits outlined in this report. 

 Total loss in PGT between 2019 and 2022 without proposed joint CUTA reporting is 
estimated at $1.0M.    

 Independent CUTA reporting from small local transit operators will not generate 
sufficient operating costs and municipal contributions to ensure they receive the 
maximum amount of eligible PGT at their current and projected funding levels.  

 Benefits of Joint CUTA reporting: 
o Local transit operators could apply PGT funding towards net operating 

expenses without limiting future PGT allocations.  
o Local transit operators could increase transit spending without incremental 

tax burdens on residents. 
o Niagara Region would receive or share the population portion of the 

annual PGT allocation based the relative proportion of demand/ridership. 

 “Fiscal Responsibility and Affordability with no negative impacts on local transit 
revenues” was a guiding principle from the Niagara Transit Service Delivery and 
Governance Study (Dillon Report, 2017) and the subsequent MoU signed in 2017. 
Staff continues to quantify the impacts to PGT as well as the operating and capital 
costs resulting from the route consolidations outlined in LNTC-C 21-2018. 

 A discussion about provincial funding and the importance of investment in Niagara's 
future transit, including the GO expansion, was advanced at the recent AMO 
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conference in a meeting with the new Minister of Transportation. Discussions are 
ongoing with MTO at both the political and staff levels.   

Financial Considerations 

The proposed Niagara Region Transit (NRT) operational plan, including both service 
enhancements for existing routes and new service connections to Niagara West, 
Pelham, Crystal Beach and Wainfleet, once fully implemented will require an additional 
$11.5M in net operating costs plus $13.9M for new capital (LNTC-C-22-2018 and 
LNTC-C-23-2018).  Local populations rely on both local and inter-municipal transit 
connections, however under the current MTO allocation methodology, population 
statistics can only be applied to and received by one transit operator. Options for 
sharing PGT between local and inter-municipal transit links were evaluated based on 
the ability to maintain a constant annual transit investment while enhancing and/or 
expanding service levels with no tax levy impact. 
 
PGT is intended to fund expenditures that support ridership growth and are incremental 
to transit spending, and is not intended to replace or reduce the municipal contributions 
to transit. Smaller local transit providers generally operate a reduced level of service as 
compared to major transit operators. Based on the local population census data, the 
transit providers within Niagara with annual operating costs less than $250,000 may not 
be eligible for the full PGT allowable through the MTO methodology. In addition, if a 
municipality reduces their spending on transit through reduced transit investment or 
inclusion of PGT funds to offset the municipal contribution, they would receive a 
reduced PGT allocation in the subsequent program year if they did not maintain the 
minimum municipal contribution percentage. Joint CUTA reporting provides an 
opportunity to ensure the region as a whole receives all eligible PGT funding.  
 
Under the PGT funding program, municipalities qualify for PGT if they contribute 
financially to public transit services, with the total share determined by a formula of 70 
percent based on ridership and 30 percent based on population.  The 2018-2019 
provincial envelope, based on this formula, generated approximately $0.27 cents per 
transit ride and $9.15 per capita.  Despite the majority of the provincial funding envelope 
being allocated through ridership, the annual allocations for small transit operators 
depend heavily on population due to comparatively low ridership on these systems. This 
is especially true for the smaller transit operators in Niagara. 
 
The total 2018 PGT allocation to the region was $6.4M with an estimated $4.0M (62%) 
being generated by the 447,876 census population.  By 2022, the Provincial 
Government intends to increase the PGT funding from the current 2.0 cents per litre to 
4.0 cents per litre, thus making Niagara’s municipalities eligible for an estimated $8.0M 
annually based on their population alone. The three largest municipalities, St. 
Catharines, Niagara Falls and Welland generate 47% of their $5.0M in PGT from 
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population, where as the remaining municipalities realize 94% of their $1.45M in PGT 
from population and based on the MTO methodology may not receive all eligible funds. 
The PGT allocated to NRT is derived from only those municipal populations which do 
not have local transit.  In 2017, Pelham received their first year of PGT which reduced 
the PGT funding for NRT since the population statistics can only be applied to and 
received by one transit operator. Despite increasing investment and expansion of NRT 
services, the introduction of local transit services such as Grimsby and Lincoln will result 
in additional NRT PGT reductions (estimated at $475,000 annually). 
 
Under the proposed NRT operational plan outlined in LNTC-C-21-2018, 100% of Fort 
Erie and Port Colborne Link route services are to being transferred to Niagara Region.  
The decrease in net operating costs realized by Port Colborne will drive the municipal 
transit spending below the necessary spending threshold to receive all eligible PGT 
funding. This risk is further compounded when the allocated PGT funding is used to 
offset the remaining operating costs as illustrated in the example below. Through joint 
CUTA reporting, these risks would be mitigated and ensure that all eligible funding is 
received. 
 

Example: Reductions in eligible PGT funding  

 
 

The loss in PGT over the next four years is provided in Table 1 below and is estimated 
at approximately $1.0 million for existing transit operators. The loss in PGT funding is 
expected to increase as local transit services begin in Lincoln, Grimsby, West Lincoln 
and Wainfleet. As local transit services expand and municipal contributions increase 
beyond $250,000 annually, the estimated loss would decrease. 
 
Table 1: Estimated combined loss in PGT through independent CUTA reporting 

 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

A Operating Costs 200,000$      200,000$      

B Revenue 20,000$        20,000$        

C Donations 10,000$        10,000$        

D PGT used in Operating 100,000$      

E Net Operating Cost 170,000$      70,000$        

F Municipal Contribution (E+B+C-D) 200,000$      100,000$      

Maximum PGT allowable (0.75*F) 150,000$      75,000$        

2019 2020 2021 2022
2019 

-2022

Fort Erie -$             -$             -$             -$             -$             

Port Colborne 40,628$       50,189$       182,761$    259,563$    533,142$    

Niagara on the lake -$             -$             -$             31,845$       31,845$       

Welland

Niagara Falls

St. Catharines

Pelham 26,287$       100,343$    88,704$       191,050$    406,385$    

Estimate Lost PGT (Existing Transit Operations) 66,915$       150,533$    271,465$    482,458$    971,371$    
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Together with other municipal partners, Niagara advanced a discussion about provincial 
funding and the importance of investment in Niagara's future transit and GO expansion 
at the recent AMO conference in a meeting with the new Minister of Transportation. 
Discussions are ongoing with MTO at both the political and staff levels. In the 
meantime, the development of a PGT sharing methodology could be established on a 
case by case basis and would be evaluated based on equity and fairness across the 
Niagara Region.  

Analysis 

Regional staff analysed each municipality independently and the opportunities were 
identified based on their ability to maintain the current level of transit investment and 
simultaneously allow for transit service expansions and enhancements. 
 
Port Colborne and Fort Erie established Link routes to Welland and Niagara Falls 
respectively, but with limited service hours. In 2011, the service levels on the Link 
routes were enhanced through a pilot project funded by Niagara Region. The local 
routes have always been funded by the local municipality. In 2017, following the 
successful and unanimous triple majority process, the current Link routes were made a 
permanent component of inter-municipal transit (IMT). These routes are well 
established with historic baselines for service hours, operating costs and ridership 
however a distribution model for new local and IMT connections will be more difficult to 
determine since a start-up cost framework has not been established, nor is there a 
baseline for comparable service hours, operating costs and ridership. The options for 
sharing PGT, while rooted on the same premise that the populations within local 
boundaries benefit from both local and IMT connections, may require differing 
methodologies for allocating PGT. Therefore unique proposals for PGT sharing were 
provided for each of the following groups:  
 

 Existing local and IMT routes 

 New local and IMT routes 

A. Existing Local and IMT Routes 

Existing local and IMT Link routes have established operating costs and ridership and 
therefore provide the baseline for future PGT sharing opportunities. Options were 
evaluated based on the ability to maintain a consistent transit investment over the next 
four years and were not based on realizing operational cost savings (Table 2). In 
addition, opportunities were identified where service expansion at both the local and 
regional level could be realized without financial impacts to the tax levy. 
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Table 2: Options based on maintaining 2018 municipal contributions over next 4 years 

 

Based on the criteria of maintaining a constant local transit tax levy over the next 4 
years, Option D above, provides the greatest opportunity for local transit service 
expansion plus PGT funding for NRT capital investment.  Therefore, it is the 
recommendation of this report that joint CUTA reporting through Option D be the 
appropriate methodology for sharing the population portion of the PGT.  

Existing Smaller Transit Operators  

Fort Erie 

Current operating costs and municipal contributions for Fort Erie Transit are sufficient to 
ensure full receipt of PGT at current and projected funding levels. It is estimated that 
95% of the annual PGT is received through the population portion of the formula, while 
the remaining 5% is through ridership.  
Fort Erie residents receive both local and Link transit services, therefore the preferred 
option for sharing PGT between Fort Erie and Niagara Region would be through 

Opportunity /

Target
Benefit Risk

Option A

vary PGT applied to operating; 

holding tax levy constant at 

2018 rate 

- PGT funding available for NRT capital 

replacement /investment

-no funding for local transit re-

investment

Option B
hold PGT applied to operating at 

the 2018 level

- cost savings realized from the Region 

Link upload to the Region provide funds 

for local transit re-investment

- remaining PGT used for Link capital 

investment

- could result in large fluctuations in 

PGT funding year over year

- funds may be in excess of service 

requirements

- no PGT available for Link capital 

investment

Option C
apply all available PGT funds to 

operating 

- could provide largest Local transit re-

investment opportunity 

- could result in large fluctuations in 

PGT funding year over year

- funds may be in excess of service 

requirements

- no PGT available for Link capital 

investment

Option D

Joint CUTA reporting

- apply formula of ridership 

proportions to allocate PGT 

between Local & Link 

- Captures all available PGT funds 

- ensures PGT distribution between 

local and regional transit proportionate 

to the demographic/population usage

- provides tax levy no greater than 2018 

base

- allows for local and regional service 

expansion

- re-estimation of PGT sharing 

conducted annually
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allocations based on the proportion of local and Link ridership, Option D. Applying the 
current estimated ridership proportion of 80% local and 20% link results in an annual 
estimate of $238,000 in PGT remaining within Fort Erie and $60,000 going to Niagara 
Region.  Assuming the relative transit ridership remains constant, the 2022 estimates 
(including the proposed increase of the Provincial PGT envelope) projects $418,000 to 
Fort Erie (annually) and $105,000 for the Niagara Region (annually). Through joint 
CUTA reporting, annual PGT distribution would reflect actual ridership proportions each 
year to account for individual growth differences. 

Table 3: Fort Erie Options for PGT Sharing through Joint Reporting 

 

Note: the proportion of PGT allocated to NRT, assuming the increased provincial envelope would cover 
the capital investment required to service the Fort Erie Link route. Also assumes that the PGT doubles by 
2022, as planned.  
 

Based on Option D above, Fort Erie would generate an additional $0.63M over the next 
4 years to re-invest in local transit while holding the existing tax levy constant at 2018 
levels. Niagara Region would receive sufficient funding to purchase one bus every 12 
years at current PGT funding levels and two buses every 12 years if funding levels 
double. No other option provides this benefit. 
  

Fort Erie  2019 - 2022 Total Impact
Opportunity /

Target

Municipal 

$ Contribution
PGT Received PGT Lost

Option A
holding tax levy constant at 

2018 rate 

$4.11 M Total

(all Base service)

- $0.6 M used for FE Operating

(no excess PGT for local Transit Re-Investment)

- $0.93 M used for FE Link Capital

No Lost PGT

Option B
hold PGT applied to 

operating at the 2018 level

$4.11 M Total

($3.57 M Base

$0.54 M Reinvestment)

- $1.14 M used for FE Operating

(incl. $0.54 M PGT for local Transit Re-Investment)

- $0.40 M used for FE Link Capital

No Lost PGT

Option C
apply all available PGT 

funds to operating 

$4.11 M Total

($3.18 M Base

$0.93 M Reinvestment)

- $1.54 M used for FE Operating

(incl. $0.93 M PGT for local Transit Re-Investment)

- $0.0 M used for FE Link Capital

No Lost PGT

Option D
Joint CUTA reporting

$4.11 M Total

($3.48 M Base

$0.63 M Reinvestment)

- $1.23 M used for FE Operating

(incl. $0.63 M PGT for local Transit Re-Investment)

- $0.31 M used for FE Link Capital

No Lost PGT
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Port Colborne 

Current operating costs and municipal contributions for Port Colborne Transit are not 
sufficient to ensure full receipt of PGT at current and projected funding levels. It is 
estimated that 97% of the annual PGT is received through the population portion of the 
formula, while the remaining 3% is through ridership. 

Table 4: Port Colborne Options for PGT Sharing through Joint Reporting 

 
Note: the proportion of PGT allocated to NRT, assuming the increased provincial envelope would cover 
the capital investment required to service the Port Colborne Link route. Also assumes that the PGT 
doubles by 2022, as planned. 
 

Port Colborne’s current operating practice, Option C, applies all available PGT funds 
towards reducing the tax levy requirements for transit operating costs. If this practice 
continues after NRT uploads 100% of Link service costs (which are currently 60% of 
Port Colborne’s annual transit budget), the majority of allowable PGT will become 
ineligible. Port Colborne residents receive both local and Link transit services, therefore 
the preferred option for sharing PGT between Port Colborne and Niagara Region would 
be through allocations based on the proportion of local and Link ridership, Option D. 
 
Through joint reporting and PGT sharing under Option D, Port Colborne would realize a 
consistent and lower year over year budget and ensure all eligible PGT funds are 
received. Applying the current estimated ridership proportion of 35% local and 65% Link 
would result in an annual estimated $54,000 in PGT remaining within Port Colborne and 
an estimated $100,000 going to Niagara Region. Assuming the relative transit ridership 
remains constant, the 2022 estimates including increases in the Provincial PGT 

Port Colborne  2019 - 2022 Total Impact

Opportunity /

Target

Municipal 

$ Contribution
PGT Received PGT Lost

Option A
holding tax levy constant at 

2018 rate 
Total $0.41 M

- $0.06 M used for PC Operating

(no excess PGT for local Transit Re-Investment)

- $0.38 M used for PC Link Capital

$0.38 M

Option B
hold PGT applied to 

operating at the 2018 level

Total $0.41 M

($0.19 M Base

$0.22 Reinvestment)

- $0.27 M used for PC Operating

(incl. $0.22 M PGT for local Transit Re-Investment)

- $0.0 M used for PC Link Capital

$0.53 M

Option C
apply all available PGT 

funds to operating 

Total $0.41 M

($0.19 M Base

$0.22 Reinvestment)

- $0.27 M used for PC Operating

(incl. $0.22 M PGT for local Transit Re-Investment)

- $0.0 M used for PC Link Capital

$0.53 M

Option D
Joint CUTA reporting

Total  $0.41 M

($0.18 M Base

$0.23 M Reinvestment)

- $0.28 M used for PC Operating

(incl. $0.23 M PGT for local Transit Re-Investment)

- $0.53 M used for PC Link Capital

No Loss
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envelope, projects $99,000 for Port Colborne and $183,000 for the Niagara Region. 
Through joint CUTA reporting, annual PGT distribution would reflect actual ridership 
proportions each year to account for individual growth differences. 
 
Based on Option D above, Port Colborne would generate an additional $0.23M over the 
next 4 years to re-invest in local transit while holding the existing tax levy constant at 
2018 levels. Option D also prevents the loss of PGT relating to the 75% threshold. 
Niagara Region would receive sufficient funding to purchase two buses every 12 years 
at current PGT funding levels and three buses every 12 years if funding levels double. 

Niagara-on-the-Lake 

Current operating costs and municipal contributions for Niagara-on-the-Lake Transit are 
sufficient to ensure full receipt of PGT at current and projected funding levels.  It is 
estimated that 97% of the annual PGT is received through the population portion of the 
formula, while the remaining 3% is through ridership.  
 
Niagara-on-the-Lake Transit does not currently operate a Link route, but instead 
connects with other IMT routes within its municipal boundary which gives its residents 
access to both local and IMT routes. NRT route 40/45 generated approximately 73,000 
boardings in 2017, the relative percentage of resident trips using NRT was 73% with the 
remaining 17% utilizing local transit services. Table 5 below estimates $101,229 of the 
total 2018 PGT allocation would be eligible to Niagara Region for services delivered to 
Niagara-on-the-Lake. Alternatively, MTO could contribute an incremental $101,229 in 
PGT to Niagara Region based on the current 2.0 cents per litre currently apportioned for 
PGT funding. 

Table 5: Niagara-on-the-Lake Option D - Population Servicing Methodology for PGT Sharing 

 
 
The current operating structure does not appear to realize any benefits to reporting 
jointly with Niagara Region. Future opportunities may develop as the consolidation 
framework unfolds. 

Existing Large Transit Operators 

The 2018 NRT proposed operational plan including the IMT route consolidations have 
estimated the financial impacts associated with the transfer of ridership and subsequent 
PGT funding from the municipalities to Niagara Region. The estimated PGT share 
within this report are to be included in the larger financial discussion regarding the total 

Local 

Ridership

NRT 

Ridership

NOTL 27,303                  73,200                  72.8% $143,487 138,987$          101,229$              

2017 adj. Boardings Option D. Transit 

Ridership 

/Population 

2018 PGT 

Allocation

Estimated 

Population 

Portion of PGT

2018 PGT 

population 

share to NR
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financial impacts resulting from the proposed route consolidations outlined in the Dillon 
Report. 

Welland 

Current operating costs and municipal contributions for Welland Transit are sufficient to 
ensure full receipt of PGT at current and projected funding levels. It is estimated that 
67% of the annual PGT Welland receives is generated through the population portion of 
the formula, while the remaining 33% is through ridership.  

Table 6: Welland Option D - Population Servicing Methodology for PGT Sharing 

 
 
Welland residents have direct access to both local and IMT routes.  NRT routes 60/65 
and 70/75 generated approximately 90,000 boardings in 2017, the relative percentage 
of resident trips using NRT was 8.0% with the remaining 92.0% utilizing local transit 
services. Table 6 above estimates $37,672 of the total 2018 PGT allocation would be 
eligible to Niagara Region for services delivered to Welland. Alternatively, MTO could 
contribute an incremental $37,672 in PGT to Niagara Region based on the current 2.0 
cents per litre currently apportioned for PGT funding. 

Niagara Falls 

Current operating costs and municipal contributions for Niagara Falls Transit are 
sufficient to ensure full receipt of PGT at current and projected funding levels.  It is 
estimated that 54% of the annual PGT Niagara Falls receives is generated through the 
population portion of the formula, while the remaining 46% is through ridership.  

Table 7: Niagara Falls Option D - Population Servicing Methodology for PGT Sharing 

 
 
Niagara Falls residents have direct access to both local and IMT routes. NRT routes 
40/45, 50/55 and 60/65 generated approximately 164,000 boardings in 2017, the 
relative percentage of resident trips using NRT was 6.6% with the remaining 93.4% 
utilizing local transit services. Table 7 above estimates $50,468 of the total 2018 PGT 
allocation would be eligible to Niagara Region for services delivered to Niagara Falls. 
Alternatively, MTO could contribute an incremental $50,468in PGT to Niagara Region 
based on the current 2.0 cents per litre currently apportioned for PGT funding. 

Local 

Ridership

NRT 

Ridership

Welland 1,025,622            90,410                  8.1% $691,259 465,035$          37,672$                

2017 adj. Boardings Option D. Transit 

Ridership 

/Population 

2018 PGT 

Allocation

Estimated 

Population 

Portion of PGT

2018 PGT 

population 

share to NR

Local 

Ridership

NRT 

Ridership

Niagara Falls 2,310,328            163,797                6.6% $1,401,055 762,310$          50,468$                

2017 adj. Boardings Option D. Transit 

Ridership 

/Population 

2018 PGT 

Allocation

Estimated 

Population 

Portion of PGT

2018 PGT 

population 

share to NR
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St. Catharines 

Current operating costs and municipal contributions for St. Catharines Transit are 
sufficient to ensure full receipt of PGT at current and projected funding levels. It is 
estimated that 48% of the annual PGT St. Catharines receives is generated through the 
population portion of the formula, while the remaining 52% is through ridership.  

Table 8: St. Catharines Option D - Population Servicing Methodology for PGT Sharing 

 
 
St. Catharines residents have direct access to both local and IMT routes. NRT routes 
40/45, 50/55 and 70/75 generated approximately 155,000 boardings in 2017, the 
relative percentage of resident trips using NRT was 2.6% with the remaining 97.4% 
utilizing local transit services. Table 8 above estimates $35,475 of the total 2018 PGT 
allocation would be eligible to Niagara Region for services delivered to St. Catharines. 
Alternatively, MTO could contribute an incremental $35,475 in PGT to Niagara Region 
based on the current 2.0 cents per litre currently apportioned for PGT funding. 

B. New Local and IMT Routes 

For municipalities which do not have local service or that have recently initiated local 
service or supporting IMT connections, baseline statistics are not available. Thus the 
start-up cost sharing framework including baseline service hours, operating costs, and 
ridership are not fully known. Using other local start-up operations as a reference, it is 
assumed that new local transit operations will not incur large capital expenditures since 
services will be contracted out to third party providers who transfer the cost of capital 
through fixed operating rates. The reduced capital pressures will likely result in the PGT 
funding being used to reduce municipal operating contributions and the subsequent tax 
levy impact. Therefore opportunities to share PGT between local and IMT providers 
may be based on a minimum municipal spending threshold plus assurance of a 
minimum PGT funding to cover NRT capital requirements. Determinations on the 
appropriate sharing methodology would be established through relative assessments 
based on the established guiding principle of equity and fairness across Niagara region.   

Pelham 

It is estimated that 99% of annual PGT will be received through the population portion of 
the formula, while the remaining 1% is through ridership. Pelham residents currently 
receive local transit service which includes one IMT stop, accounting for approximately 
20% of the total route time. The current demand for the IMT portion of the route is not 
sufficient to warrant a conventional fixed route feeder service, however alternative 
service delivery options could meet the demand in a more cost effective solution. 

Local 

Ridership

NRT 

Ridership

St. Catharines 5,842,960            155,140                2.6% $2,882,397 1,371,573$       35,475$                

2017 adj. Boardings Option D. Transit 

Ridership 

/Population 

2018 PGT 

Allocation

Estimated 

Population 

Portion of PGT

2018 PGT 

population 

share to NR
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Table 9: Pelham Required Municipal Transit Spend to Receive 100% of Eligible PGT 

 
 

 
The 2017 CUTA reported statistics estimate that the Pelham transit municipal 
contribution is insufficient to ensure Pelham receives 100% of eligible PGT funding in 
2018. The net operating costs plus revenues and donations do provide sufficient transit 
investment to receive full funding however, the inclusion of the PGT funding to offset 
operating expenses reduces the municipal contribution and therefore reduces the 
subsequent years PGT allocation. The required municipal transit contribution (spending 
in excess of the PGT funding used for operating expenses) to receive 100% of the 
eligible PGT is presented in Table 9 above. 
 
Prior to 2017, the Pelham population base was included in the NRT PGT allocation and 
accounted for an estimated $150,000 annually. Comparing the 2017 Pelham budget 
with their estimated 2018 transit budget (Table 9), illustrates the dilemma that small 
transit operators face when applying all PGT funding towards operating costs. Holding 
transit investment constant at 2018 service levels, this approach projects large year 
over year fluctuations in the annual budgeted tax levy ranging from $90,000 to 
$150,000. This results in a total four year transit tax levy of $0.51M, and eliminates the 
potential for surplus funding to be used for transit expansion as well as an estimated 
loss of $0.44M in PGT funding from the province.  The recent provincial announcement 
of the 2018/2019 PGT allocation supports this analysis with Pelham realizing a 
reduction of $100,000 over last year’s PGT allocation.  This represents an overall 
financial loss to Niagara. 
  

2019 2022

Eligible Population PGT 160,189$      281,425$      

Required Municipal Own Transit Spending*

(75% threshold)
213,586$      375,233$      

Pelham

*Municipal own spending includes passenger revenues, donations if 

applicable, and municipal contributions to operating and capital expenses
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Table 10: Pelham Options for PGT Sharing through Joint Reporting 

 
Note: assumes that the PGT doubles by 2022, as planned. 

 
There exists an opportunity to receive 100% of all eligible PGT funding and stabilize 
Pelham’s annual budgeting requirements through Option D outlined in Table 10 above.  
Through the development of a transit strategy and the formation of a partnership 
between Pelham and the Region, both would be financially better off than working 
independently.  The partnership would include joint CUTA reporting, a minimum local 
annual transit contribution, a 20% cost share from Niagara Region towards the IMT 
portion of the service and a portion of the Pelham PGT funding.  For example, assuming 
a minimum levy-supported transit investment by Pelham equal to $100,000 (the 
average of the last two years tax levy based on 2017 and 2018), this partnership would 
result in a four year total transit tax levy of $400,000, allow for $372,000 in local transit 
expansion, and direct $167,000 of PGT towards the Region for capital replacement.   

Lincoln 

It is estimated that 99% of annual PGT will be received through the population portion of 
the formula, with the remaining 1% through ridership. Lincoln residents currently only 
receive a piloted local transit service; however the 2019 Lincoln operational plan 
includes a permanent local transit service plus an IMT Link extending from Lincoln to St. 
Catharines with an annual net operating budget of $585,000 plus up to $1.5M in capital. 
 
The required municipal transit contribution by the Town to receive 100% of the eligible 
PGT is presented in Table 11 below. The proposed 2019 operational budget for Lincoln 
Transit is $263,550 with an estimated $2,000 in potential fare revenue. The total transit 
municipal contribution of $265,550 results in an estimated PGT of approximately 
$199,000, which is $23,000 below the full eligible PGT funding ($222,000). Since 
Lincoln Transit uses a contracted third party to operate its transit, the municipality does 
not have capital expenditures. If the estimated $199,000 PGT funds were used to offset 
the 2019 operational expenses, the subsequent year PGT funding would decrease from 
$199,000 to $50,000, an additional $149,000 loss in eligible funding.   

Pelham  2019 - 2022 Total Impact

Opportunity /

Target

Municipal 

$ Contribution
PGT Received PGT Lost

Current 

Outlook: 

Option A, B & 

C all the Same

Total $0.51 M

(all Base Service)

- $0.40 M used for Pelham Operating

(no excess PGT for local Transit Re-Investment)

- $0.0 M used for Pelham Link Capital

$0.44 M

Option D
Joint CUTA reporting

Total $0.4 M

($0.03 M Base

$0.37 M Reinvestment)

- $0.64 M used for Pelham Operating

(incl. $0.37 M PGT for local Transit Re-Investment)

- $0.17 M used for Pelham Link Capital

No Loss
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Table 11: Lincoln Required Municipal Transit Spend to Receive 100% of Eligible PGT 

 
 
 
The current PGT funding for the Lincoln population is being allocated to NRT for all IMT 
services. This is because Lincoln does not currently charge a fare which is an eligibility 
requirement for PGT.  If the local transit service’s net operating budget is less than the 
required municipal transit spending or the PGT funding is used to reduce the local 
municipal transit spending below the required threshold, the lost funding would result in 
a net decrease to the region as a whole. Currently the population base for Lincoln is 
included in the PGT allocation to Niagara Region and therefore, when removed, will 
result in an estimated $220,000 reduction in funding to the Region.  
 
Through joint reporting and the sharing of the PGT funding, 100% of the eligible PGT 
funding for the Lincoln population base would be allocated to the Region. The PGT 
allocation would be shared between Lincoln and the Region based on an agreed upon 
ridership/ population percentage similar to other smaller systems. The local transit 
budget would be consistent and known year over year plus the former losses in eligible 
PGT would become available and provide funding for IMT capital requirements 
associated with the proposed West Niagara expansion of IMT Link service.  
 
Without historic baseline data for local and Link services driving ridership proportions, 
determination on the agreement for relative PGT shares would need to ensure equity 
and fairness among all transit providers as well as consistency and transparency to tax 
payers.  The formula for allocation could be modified over time to reflect actual ridership 
data on both systems 

Grimsby 

It is estimated that 99% of annual PGT will be received through the population portion of 
the formula, with the remaining 1% through ridership. Grimsby residents currently do not 
receive any transit services however the NRT 2019 operational plan includes an IMT 
Link extending from Grimsby to St. Catharines with an annual net operating budget of 
$585,000 plus up to $3.5M in capital.   
  

2019 2022

Eligible Population PGT 222,702$      391,248$      

Required Municipal Own Transit Spending*

(75% threshold)
296,936$      521,664$      

Lincoln

*Municipal own spending includes passenger revenues, donations if 

applicable, and municipal contributions to operating and capital expenses
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Table 12: Grimsby Required Municipal Transit Spend to Receive 100% of Eligible PGT 

 
 

 
Currently the population base for Grimsby accounts for an estimated $250,000 annually 
in the PGT allocation to Niagara Region and supports all IMT services. If the budgeted 
municipal transit spend is less than the required municipal transit spend for 100% PGT 
funding there will be a net loss of PGT funding to the region as a whole. The required 
annual municipal contribution to receive all eligible PGT funding (based on the Grimsby 
population) would be $341,000 which is greater than current spending in Pelham, 
Lincoln, and Port Colborne. This suggests that the initial transit investment in Grimsby 
would be insufficient to receive 100% of PGT funding. 
 
Through joint reporting and the sharing of the PGT funding, 100% of the eligible PGT 
funding for the Grimsby population base would be allocated to the Region. The PGT 
allocation would be shared between Grimsby and the Region based on an agreed upon 
ridership/ population percentage similar to other smaller systems. The local transit 
budget would be consistent and known year over year plus any former losses in eligible 
PGT would become available and provide funding for IMT capital requirements 
associated with the proposed West Niagara expansion of IMT Link service.  
 
Without historic baseline data for local and link services driving ridership proportions, 
determination on the agreement for relative PGT shares would need to ensure equity 
and fairness among all transit providers as well as consistency and transparency to tax 
payers. The formula for allocation could be modified over time to reflect actual ridership 
data on both systems. 

Remaining Municipalities 

Currently West Lincoln and Wainfleet do not operate local transit services. Based on the 
existing population base, independent locally operated transit services would not be 
fiscally prudent. Future operational plans combining local and IMT services using 
alternative deployment strategies (i.e. on-demand transit) may provide a more cost 
effective solution. 

2019 2022

Eligible Population PGT 255,723$      449,260$      

Required Municipal Own Transit Spending*

(75% threshold)
340,964$      599,013$      

Grimsby

*Municipal own spending includes passenger revenues, donations if 

applicable, and municipal contributions to operating and capital expenses
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Alternatives Reviewed 

An alternative to the proposed strategy would be to not report CUTA statistics jointly 
and continue to apply PGT towards offsetting local transit operating costs and realize 
year-over-year fluctuation in PGT allocations from the province. The estimated loss in 
PGT funding of $1.0 M over the next four years would result in negative impacts to the 
taxpayer and prevent local and IMT agencies from expanding services without further 
negative impacts on the taxpayer. 

Relationship to Council Strategic Priorities 

This proposal aligns with Council strategic priority of achieving results under Doing 
Business Differently.  This proposal also aligns with Council strategic priority of Moving 
People and Goods and directly advances the following key Council Strategic Priorities: 

 Provincial commitment to GO Rail expansion in Niagara 

 Support local municipalities in developing long-term solution for transit. 

Other Pertinent Reports  

 LNTC-C 21-2018 IMT Service Implementation Strategy 

 LNTC-C 22-2018 IMT Financial Impact Analysis 

 LNTC-C 23-2018 IMT Capital Plan 2019 

 PW 19-2018 Niagara Region Transit 2018 Service Agreement 
 

________________________________ 
Prepared by: 
Heather Talbot 
Financial & Special Projects Consultant 
Financial Planning and Management, 
Corporate Services  

________________________________ 
Recommended by: 
Todd Harrison 
Commissioner 
Enterprise Resource Management 
Services  
 

________________________________ 
Submitted by: 
Ron Tripp, P.Eng.  
Acting Chief Administrative Officer  
 
This report was prepared by Heather Talbot, Financial and Special Project Consultant, Financial 
Management and Planning, in consultation with the Transit Operators and the Inter-Municipal Transit 
Working Group; Matt Robinson, Director, GO Implementation Office, Kumar Ranjan, Transportation Lead 
GO Implementation Office, Robert Salewytsch, Transit Planning Coordinator; and reviewed by Helen 
Chamberlain, Director, Financial Management & Planning/Deputy Treasurer. 
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MEMORANDUM 

PWC-C 17-2019 

Subject: Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program Projects Intake - 2019 

Date: June 11, 2019 

To: Public Works Committee 

From: Kumar Ranjan, Transportation Lead, GO Implementation 

At the time of writing of this memo, Regional staff is in the process of submitting 
applications (May 28 deadline) under the Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program 
(ICIP) in concert with the application submissions by Niagara’s transit systems seeking 
federal and provincial funding that will require a 27 percent municipal contribution.  
 
In March 2018, Canada and Ontario signed an integrated bilateral agreement under the 
ICIP with federal funding to be allocated between years 2018 to 2028 under four (4) 
streams - public transit being one of them. The public transit stream allocation is based 
on year 2015 Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) reported ridership. Table 1 
details the allocations for Niagara.   
 

Table 1 - ICIP Allocations – Niagara Transit Systems 
Ultimate  
Recipient 

 Federal  
Allocation  

Provincial 
Allocation 

Estimated 
Municipal Cost-

Match 

Total  

 ($) ($) ($) ($) 

Fort Erie 524,115 436,719 349,454 1,310,288 

Niagara Falls 20,718,476 17,263,670 13,814,044 51,796,190 

Niagara Region 1,860,821 1,550,529 1,240,702 4,652,052 

Niagara-on-the-
Lake 

148,916 124,084 99,290 372,290 

Port Colborne 239,042 199,182 159,381 597,605 

St. Catharines 47,032,154 39,189,542 31,358,689 117,580,385 

Thorold 2,962,303 2,468,339 1,975,116 7,405,758 

Welland 7,835,892 6,529,257 5,224,581 19,589,730 

Niagara - Total 81,321,719 67,761,322 54,221,257 203,304,298 

 
 
Ministry of Transportation Ontario (MTO) opened the ICIP Public Transit stream 
applications intake on April 2 with the submission deadline of May 28, 2019. A By-law or 
Council resolution is not required at the application submission stage unless the project 
is a joint project. MTO has advised that there will be multiple application opportunities 
during the ICIP lifetime. Appendix 1 provides a summary of relevant application 
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parameters, eligible asset types, cost share amounts, and criteria from the ICIP 
Guidelines. 
 
Recognizing the significant allocation amounts, long-term roll out window, budgeting 
needs, ongoing transit service improvements (local and inter-municipal), and the transit 
governance review now underway, the transit operators in Niagara are taking a 
coordinated approach in submitting respective applications.  
 
This coordinated approach entails that the transit systems will submit individual 
applications based on infrastructure required for their respective transit system needs, 
while aligning the funding asks to support common items (i.e. fare technology 
integration). Proposed infrastructure would be complementary to the overall future 
transit needs under a consolidated transit system. The submission forms will have 
common language stating that the respective municipal request, though submitted 
independently, are all part of Niagara’s coordinated request. 
 
Below is an outline of the potential infrastructure items under broad categories for which 
the applications are being prepared by the major transit systems: 
 
St. Catharines Transit Commission  
 

Transit Fleet and major refurbishment 

 Conventional Buses 

 Para Transit Vehicles 
 

Transit Technology  

 Farebox integration 

 Cameras, Modems, Radio 

 Technology upgrades 
 

Storage & Maintenance Facility and Equipment 

 Hoists/ portable hoists (major repairs and new) 
 
Niagara Falls Transit  
 

Transit Fleet and major refurbishment 

 Conventional Buses - Transmission Refurbishment 

 Refurbishment of Conventional Transit Buses 

 Replacement of conventional buses 

 Supervisor's Vehicle (Expansion) 
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Transit Hub 

 Multi-modal Hub - Bridge Street 

 Inter-municipal Layby Construction - Morrison Street 
 

Transit Technology 

 Farebox Integration  

 Transit Bus HD Video camera systems 

 Video Surveillance Equipment (Regional/ Local HUBs) 

 Radio/ VOIP Update (CAD/AVL) 
 

Storage & Maintenance Facility and Equipment 

 Automotive Lift - 18,000 lbs. (230") 

 Tennant T20 heavy-duty industrial scrubber 

 Extension of Parking/ Storage Facilities  

 In ground 3 Post Hoist (Articulated Buses) 

 Fuel System - Upgrade 
 
Welland Transit  
 

Storage & Maintenance Facility and Equipment 

 Construction of Transit Operations Facility 
 

Transit Fleet and major refurbishment 

 Conventional Buses 

 Para Transit Vehicles 
 

Transit Technology  

 Farebox integration 

 Cameras, Modems, Radio 

 Technology upgrades 
 
Niagara Region Transit  

 
Transit Fleet and major refurbishment 

 Conventional buses 
 
Transit Technology 

 Farebox Integration  
 
Should the Regional application be successful, a report with the funding details and 
required Regional contribution, including execution of a Transfer Payment Agreement, 
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will be brought to PWC for consideration. A copy of this memo is also being provided to 
the Linking Niagara Transit Committee (LNTC) for information. 
 
Respectfully submitted and signed by, 

 
 
________________________________ 
Kumar Ranjan, P.Eng. 
Transportation Lead  
GO Implementation Office 
 
 
Appendix 1: ICIP Application Guidelines - Relevant Points 
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Appendix 1 

ICIP Application Guidelines 

Relevant Points 

 
Eligibility Criteria 
 
Project must meet at least one of the following outcomes, including: 

 improved capacity of public transit infrastructure 

 improved quality and/or safety of existing or future transit systems, and  

 improved access to a public transit system 
 
 
Asset types funded 
 
New construction, rehabilitation or replacement of eligible transit infrastructure projects.  

 Rolling stock assets,  

 Fixed assets 

 Transit exclusive infrastructure, and 

 Active transportation directly connected to the public transit system 
 
 
Cost Share 
 

 Federal Provincial Municipal 

New Infrastructure/ 
Replacement 

40% 33.33% 26.67% 

Rehabilitation 50% 33.33% 16.67% 

 
 
Eligible Expenses 
 

 Capital costs – (Capital components must be owned by the applicant) 

 Design and planning costs 

 Specific Program requirements e.g. climate lens assessments and creating 
community employment benefit plans 

 Incremental costs of employees only if Recipient is able to demonstrate that it is 
not economically feasible to tender a contract and arrangement is approved in 
advance and in writing by Canada and Ontario. 

 Expenses will only be eligible if incurred after Project approval with the exception 
of climate lens assessments for successful projects 
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Additional Submission Requirements 
 

 By-law(s)/council resolution(s) (if applicable) 
A by/law/municipal council resolution for endorsement of projects is not required, 
unless the project is a joint project submission. 

 

 Climate Lens Assessment (if applicable) 
INFC requires applicants to complete a climate lens assessment for projects with 
total eligible costs of $10 million or more. Climate lens submission are to be 
completed and submitted with the application. 

 

 Community Employment Benefits (if applicable) 
Applicants may report on community employment benefits for projects with total 
eligible costs of $10 million or more.  Applicants not reporting on community 
employment benefits must provide a rationale and should be advised that the 
rationale may be posted publicly.  
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THE REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF NIAGARA 
LINKING NIAGARA TRANSIT COMMITTEE 

MINUTES 
 

LNTC 01-2019 
Wednesday, March 6, 2019 

Council Chamber 
Niagara Region Headquarters, Campbell West 

1815 Sir Isaac Brock Way, Thorold, ON 
 
Committee: Campion (Mayor – Welland), Fertich (Regional Councillor), G. 

Miller (Councillor – St. Catharines), L. Van Vilet (Councillor – 
Welland) (Committee Chair), S. Chemnitz, Chief Administrative 
Officer (St. Catharines), G. Long, Chief Administrative Officer 
(Welland), M. Robinson, Director, GO Implementation Office, K. 
Todd, Chief Administrative Officer (Niagara Falls) 
 

Other Councillors:  Sendzik (Mayor – St. Catharines) 
 

Absent/Regrets: Diodati (Mayor – City of Niagara Falls), Ip (Regional Councillor), 
W. Redekop (Mayor – Fort Erie), Dabrowski (Councillor – 
Niagara Falls), M. Siscoe (Councillor – St. Catharines) 
(Committee Vice-Chair) 
 

Staff: S. Brear, Program Financial Analyst, J. Gilston, Legislative 
Coordinator, K. Ranjan, Transportation Lead, GO 
Implementation Office, R. Salewytsch, Transit Service Planning 
Coordinator, H. Talbot, Financial & Special Projects Consultant, 
L. Tracey, Project Coordinator, GO Implementation, M. 
Trennum, Deputy Regional Clerk 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. CALL TO ORDER 

Matthew Trennum, Deputy Regional Clerk, called the meeting to order at 2:12 
p.m. 

2. DISCLOSURES OF PECUNIARY INTEREST 

There were no disclosures of pecuniary interest. 
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3. SELECTION OF COMMITTEE CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR 

3.1 Call for Nominations for Committee Chair 

Matthew Trennum, Deputy Regional Clerk, called for nominations for the 
position of Chair of the Linking Niagara Transit Committee for a two-year 
term (2019-2020). 

Moved by G. Miller 
Seconded by L. Van Vliet 

That M. Siscoe BE NOMINATED as Chair of the Linking Niagara Transit 
Committee for a two-year term (2019-2020). 

 
3.2 Motion to Close Nominations for Committee Chair 

Matthew Trennum, Deputy Regional Clerk, called a second and a third 
time for nominations for the position of Linking Niagara Transit Committee 
Chair. 

There being no further nominations it was: 

Moved by Councillor Campion 
Seconded by G. Miller 

That nominations for the position of Chair of the Linking Niagara Transit 
Committee for the 2019-2020 term, BE CLOSED. 

Carried 

3.3 Voting for Position of Committee Chair 

There being only one nominee for the position of Committee Chair, the 
Deputy Clerk announced that M. Siscoe would be the Linking Niagara 
Transit Committee Chair for a two-year term (2019-2010). 

 
3.4 Call for Nominations for Committee Vice-Chair 

Matthew Trennum, Deputy Regional Clerk, called for nominations for the 
position of Vice-Chair of the Linking Niagara Transit Committee for a 
(2019-2020). 

Moved by Councillor Campion 
Seconded by Councillor Fertich 

That L. Van Vliet BE NOMINATED as Vice-Chair of the Linking Niagara 
Transit Committee for a two-year term (2019-2020). 
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3.5 Motion to Close Nominations for Committee Vice-Chair 

Matthew Trennum, Deputy Regional Clerk, called a second and third time 
for nominations for the position of Linking Niagara Transit Committee 
Vice-Chair. 

There being no further nominations it was: 

Moved by Councillor Campion 
Seconded by G. Miller 

That nominations for the position of Vice-Chair of the Linking Niagara 
Transit Committee for the 2019-2020 term, BE CLOSED. 

Carried 

3.6 Voting for Position of Committee Vice Chair 

There being only one nomination for the position of Committee Vice-Chair, 
the Deputy Clerk announced that L. Van Vliet would be the Linking 
Niagara Transit Committee Vice-Chair for a two-year term (2019-2020). 

 
At this point in the meeting, L. Van Vliet assumed the chair. 

 

4. PRESENTATIONS 

4.1 Niagara Transit 

Matt Robinson, Director, GO Implementation Office, provided information 
respecting Moving Niagara Transit Forward. Topics of the presentation 
included: 

• Introduction and Definitions 

• Overview: Where We've Been 

• Inter-Municipal Transit Reporting Structure 

• Milestones: What We've Achieved 

• Moving Transit Forward: Where We're Going 

• Workplan: What's Next 

• An Accelerated Path to Connectivity 

• Niagara Regional Transit 2019 Budget Strategy and Revenue Outlook 

• Provincial Gas Tax Outlook and Opportunity 

• Transit Jurisdictional Comparison 
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5. DELEGATIONS 

There were no delegations. 

6. ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION 

6.1 LNTC-C 1-2019 

Rationale for Municipal and Regional Provincial Gas Tax Sharing Through 
Joint Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) Reporting 

Moved by Councillor Fertich 
Seconded by Councillor Campion 

That Report LNTC-C 1-2019, dated February 6, 2019, respecting 
Rationale for Municipal and Regional Provincial Gas Tax Sharing Through 
Joint Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) Reporting, BE 
RECEIVED and the following recommendations BE APPROVED: 

1. That Regional Council AGREE IN PRINCIPLE that Niagara Region 
report transit statistics in consolidation with local area municipalities 
operating smaller transit systems to maximize provincial gas tax (PGT) 
funding from the Ministry of Transportation Ontario; and  

2. That staff BE AUTHORIZED to develop agreement terms in 
consultation with local area municipalities outlining the framework for 
consolidated reporting and the PGT as well as cost distribution 
between participating municipalities and Niagara Region. 

Carried 
 

6.2 LNTC-C 3-2019 

2019 Meeting Schedule 

Moved by G. Miller 
Seconded by Councillor Campion 

That Report LNTC-C 3-2019, dated February 6, 2019, respecting 2019 
Meeting Schedule, BE RECEIVED and the following recommendation BE 
APPROVED: 

1. That the Linking Niagara Transit Committee Meetings BE HELD on 
Mondays at 2:00 p.m. on the following dates in 2019:  
 
April 24, May 29, June 26, July 24, August 28, September 25, October 
23 and November 20. 

Carried 
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7. CONSENT ITEMS FOR INFORMATION 

Moved by Councillor Campion 
Seconded by G. Miller 

That the following items BE RECEIVED for information: 

LNTC-C 4-2019 
Linking Niagara Transit Committee - Terms of Reference 

LNTC-C 2-2019 
A memorandum from M. Robinson, Director, GO Implementation Office, dated 
February 6, 2019, respecting Inter-Municipal Transit Workplan Update. 

Carried 
 

8. OTHER BUSINESS 

8.1 Potential New Coach-Style Bus Showcase 

Matt Robinson, Director, GO Implementation Office and Rob Salewytsch, 
Transit Service Planning Coordinator announced that on Wednesday, 
March 13, 2019, Niagara Region Transit will showcase a new accessible 
coach-style bus for the public. The bus will be parked on Academy Street 
at the St. Catharines Bus Terminal (62-66 Carlisle Street, St. Catharines) 
from 2 - 4:30 p.m. to collect feedback from the community with respect to 
its potential use. 

9. NEXT MEETING 

The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, April 24, 2019 at 2:00 p.m. in the 
Council Chamber, Regional headquarters. 

10. ADJOURNMENT 

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 3:31 p.m. 

 
_______________________________ ______________________________ 
Leo Van Vliet 
Committee Chair 

Matthew Trennum 
Deputy Regional Clerk 

  
________________________________ 
Ann-Marie Norio 
Regional Clerk 
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THE REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF NIAGARA 
LINKING NIAGARA TRANSIT COMMITTEE 

MINUTES 
 

LNTC 02-2019 
Wednesday, April 24, 2019 

Council Chamber 
Niagara Region Headquarters, Campbell West 

1815 Sir Isaac Brock Way, Thorold, ON 
 
Committee: Campion (Mayor - Welland), Fertich (Regional Councillor), 

Redekop (Mayor - Fort Erie), Sendzik (Mayor - St. Catharines), 
G. Miller (Municipal Councillor - St. Catharines), M. Siscoe 
(Municipal Councillor - St. Catharines) (Committee Chair), L. 
Van Vilet (Municipal Councillor – Welland) (Committee Vice-
Chair), S. Chemnitz, Chief Administrative Officer (St. 
Catharines), G. Long, Chief Administrative Officer (City of 
Welland) 
 

Absent/Regrets: Diodati (Mayor - Niagara Falls), Ip (Regional Councillor), C. 
Dabrowski (Municipal Councillor - Niagara Falls), K. Todd, Chief 
Administrative Officer (City of Niagara Falls), R. Tripp, Acting 
Chief Administrative Officer (Niagara Region)  
 

Staff: M. Robinson, Director, GO Implementation Office, K. Ranjan, 
Transportation Lead, GO Implementation Office, R. Salewytsch, 
Transit Service Planning Coordinator, H. Talbot, Financial & 
Special Projects Consultant, M. Trennum, Deputy Regional 
Clerk 
 

Other:  Anna Lathrop, Vice Provost, Brock University, Daniel Grubb, 
Senior Government Relations Advisor, Brock University 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. CALL TO ORDER 

Committee Chair M. Siscoe called the meeting to order at 2:03 p.m. 

2. DISCLOSURES OF PECUNIARY INTEREST 

There were no disclosures of pecuniary interest. 
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3. PRESENTATIONS 

3.1 Transit Technology and Fare Integration 

Tim Luey, Manager, Transit Operations, St. Catharines Transit 
Commission provided information respecting Transit Technology and Fare 
Integration. Topics of the presentation included: 

 Mobile Ticketing 

 How did we get here?  

 Why Mobile Ticketing 

 Where are we now? 

 Mobile Ticket Usage 

 Where do we go from here? 

4. DELEGATIONS 

There were no delegations. 

5. ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION 

There were no items for consideration. 

6. CONSENT ITEMS FOR INFORMATION 

6.1 LNTC-C 05-2019 

Specialized Transit Study Update 

Moved by Councillor Sendzik 
Seconded by L. VanVliet 

That Correspondence Item LNTC-C 05-2018, being a memorandum from 
R. Ranjan, Transportation Lead, GO Implementation Office, dated April 
24, 2019, respecting Specialized Transit Study Update, BE RECEIVED for 
information. 

Carried 
6.2 LNTC-C 06-2019 

Governance Options Workplan 

Moved by Councillor Sendzik 
Seconded by Councillor Campion 

That Correspondence Item LNTC-C 06-2019, being a memorandum from 
M. Robinson, Director, GO Implementation Office, dated April 24, 2019, 
respecting Governance Options Workplan, BE RECEIVED for information. 

Carried 
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7. OTHER BUSINESS 

7.1 Gas Tax and the Transit Budget 

Councillor Campion requested information respecting Niagara Region's 
transit budget and the impact of the gas tax not being doubled in the 
Province of Ontario's recent budget. M. Robinson, Director, GO 
Implementation Office, advised that the Region's budget and multi-year 
projections did not include a doubling of the gas tax and that a more 
detailed report will be brought to the Public Works Committee. 

8. NEXT MEETING 

The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, May 29, 2019 at 1 p.m. in 
Campbell East room CE 102. 

9. ADJOURNMENT 

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 2:29 p.m. 

 
 
________________________________ ________________________________ 
M. Siscoe 
Committee Chair 

Matthew Trennum 
Deputy Regional Clerk 

  
________________________________ 
Ann-Marie Norio 
Regional Clerk 
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